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Abstract: This study examines belief in just world as a predictor of psychological problems among hermaphrodites in Pakistan.
A total of 153 hermaphrodites (n = 132, junior members of community, n=21, senior members of community) were recruited
through community-based organizations and referrals by snowball sampling technique. Personal BJW was measured by
(Personal BJW Scale: developed by Dalbert and translated by Fatima & Khalid), general BJW by (Scales of Belief in Immanent
and Ultimate Justice: developed by Maes and translated by Fatima & Suhail) and presence of feelings of depression, anxiety and
stress by (DASS: Lovibond & Lovibond, translated by Aslam). Pearson correlation, step-wise regression was employed to
analyze the relationship between Belief in Just World and psychological troubles. Significant results were found that high general
Belief in Just World leads to increased risk of psychological problems and personal BJW decrease the level of depression, anxiety,
and stress (psychological problems). The findings are helpful for therapeutic exercise as part of ongoing personal and general
BJW growth they should be encouraged to readjust other aspects of lifespan as they see fit. Clinician can identify
hermaphrodites’ problems and find out different ways that contribute to better adjusted in society and help them to use inner
strength using personal and general BJW to come out of these psychological problems.
Keywords: Personal Belief in Just World, General Belief in Just World, Depression, Anxiety & Stress

1. Introduction
Just world assumption illustrated that human being has to
think that they live in a world where people generally deserve
what they get and get what they deserve. The belief in a just
world provides important adaptive functions and facilitates
the person to deal with his corporeal and social surroundings
as though they were constant and ordered. Belief in a just
world provides a sort of coping system to make possible for
people to have a thinking of well-being, thus fallaciously
defending them from harms. The concept of belief in just
further divided into personal BJW which play adaptive
function and reduced level of psychological problem as
compared with general BJW.
1.1. Belief in a Just World
Belief in Just World hypothesis describe that, worthily

and innately, if a person does good things, good things will
happen to them and if bad, bad things do will happen to
them. People have prejudiced observation of world fairness
of self and other [1]. Dalbert argued that a difference should
be made between the beliefs in a just world for himself/
herself and the general BJW [2]. The BJW for self is related
to the belief of an individual that on average events of
his/her personal life is fair, while general BJW reveals the
belief that on the whole, this world is a fair point [3]. Dzuka
and Dalbert argued that people try to support personnel
BJW stronger than general BJW and therefore personal
belief in a just world is a better interpreter of their reactions
to justice-related issues [4, 5].
1.2. Depression
Depression inwardly affects the mental health by causing
traumatic experiences. Depression is the sensitivity towards
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dysphoria, worthlessness, self-criticism, devaluation of life,
apathy, anhedonia, and lack of attention [6]. American
Psychiatric Association describes the symptoms that can be
consistently observed in depression including feelings of
worthlessness, loss of pleasure in all or almost all activities,
fatigue, diminished ability to think or focus, and feelings of
hopelessness, loss of energy [7].
1.3. Anxiety
Anxiety is a psychological condition characterized by
behavioral, emotional, cognitive and somatic components.
These mechanisms come together to generate a distasteful
emotion that is naturally related to restlessness, panic and
agonized response [8]. Anxiety is a widespread frame of
mental state that takes place devoid of certain activating
incentive and is different from fear, which occurs in an event
of an experiential danger and is also associated with explicit
actions of the flight and prevention, whereas anxiety is the
consequence of the terrorization that is supposed to be
inevitable [9]. According to Barlow and David anxiety is
related to future frame of mind situation in which one is
prepared to attempt to deal with future related harmful
proceedings when anxious response occurs in disproportion to
the nature of anxiety-provoking stimuli and interfere with
everyday functioning, they become devastating and can no
longer be considered normal and adaptive [10, 11].
1.4. Stress
Stress is a chronic, general arousal, feeling troubled in
relaxing, being agitated without difficulty and tense stimulation,
touchy and intolerant [6]. Stress arises when someone
recognizes that ecological difficulties have surpassed his/her
adaptation abilities. Stressful actions are considered to effect
psychologically by producing a harmful emotional condition
which applies direct sound effects on behavioral activities [12].
Experience of stress is thought as the most harmful because
stress causes changes in the physiological, emotional and
behavioral reactions that affect vulnerability to the course of
illness [13]. It was also found that experience to more than three
stressful life events was associated with variation in levels of
anxiety and depression [14].
1.5. BJW and Psychological Problems
Ritter, Benson, and Snyder described that there is a
significant negative association between belief in a just world
and depressive symptoms [15]. Schmitt and Maes revealed
that there is a negative association between depression and a
general belief in just world [16]. Comparative study on the
mental distress of police officers showing high and/or low
level of stress showed that participants who exposed high
level of belief in just world, have lower levels of mental
distress than those participants who have low levels of belief
in just world [17]. Same results with regard to stress and belief
in just world were also revealed by studies on the subgroup of
the same sample. Dalbert conducted studies on sample of
jobless women, mothers of a immobilize kid and scholars, the
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results suggested that those participants who have a high
belief in just world they were in good effective state, they are
contented with their lives and they experience less
problematic situations as compared with participants who are
low on BJW [18].
In another study, Dalbert concluded that BJW was
significantly positively correlated with life satisfaction and
mood level and negatively correlated with feelings of stress
[16]. A positive relationship was found between BJW and well
being and a negative correlation was found between belief in
just world and depression [19].
A further study conducted to measure the association
between BJW and mental fitness indicates that there is an
affirmative relationship between the conservative orientation
of belief in just world and hopelessness among students [20].
Two studies concluded that there were a cause and effect
relation between belief in just world and well-being [21, 22].
Comparative researchers described that role of BJW is more
prominent in the improvement of well being and decreasing
negative effect in participants those who experience
unfavorable conditions that are harmful to a person.
Lipkus, Dalbert and Siegler Distinguished BJW into
personal BJW and general BJW and demonstrated that
personal BJW was more related to a positive construct like
well-being than general BJW [23]. Dalbert described that
personal belief in just world has a positive relationship with
mental wellbeing [2]. A study also confirmed these findings
that personal BJW significantly predicts the life satisfaction
than general BJW [24]. A research concluded that personal
belief in just world predicts positive life satisfaction than a
general belief in just world [5]. Another study suggested that
personal BJW was negatively associated with distress and
depression [25].
Fatima suggested that participants who are high on personal
BJW are more satisfied and less distress in stressful situations
[26]. Dalbert and Braun carried out a study and found out that
individuals with high personal BJW have low levels of
depression and overall better mood in distressing situations as
compared with low personal BJW [27]. Findings described
that personal BJW is negatively related to depression, anxiety,
and stress in threatening situations [4]. Similarly, Dzuka and
Dalbert described that participants who experience violence as
stress, but their personal BJW is low they experienced more
negative emotions as compared with high personal BJW [28].
The following study was conducted to investigate the role
of personal and general belief in just world in developing
psychological problems among hermaphrodites in Punjab.

2. Research Methods
2.1. Hypothesis
Based on the previous studies, following hypotheses are
formulated:
1. Personal Believe in just world will negatively predict
depression, anxiety, and stress among hermaphrodites.
2. The general belief in just world will positively predict
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depression, anxiety, and stress among hermaphrodites
2.2. Participants
The sample of the study was comprised of hermaphrodites
(N = 153), Gurus (most senior member of community) 13.7%
(n = 21) and Chelas (younger members of community) 86.3%
(n = 132) age range from 16-81 (M = 36.84, SD = 15.71). The
sample was collected from twenty-one cities of Pakistan,
Sample was selected through snowball sampling data
collection. The following inclusion criteria were used for
inclusion in the research sample: hermaphrodites, living
within communities of transgender and willingness to
participate in the current research project with or without
money. Eunuch, crossdressers and individual living with their
families were excluded from research sample
Table 1. Demographic characteristics of sample.
Characteristic
(Age)
16-25 Years
26-35 Years
36-50 Years
51-81 Years

Gurus (21)%
(f)
0.0 (0)
14.3 (3)
9.5 (2)
76.2 (16)

Chelas (132)%
(f)
31.8 (42)
33.3 (44)
25.0 (33)
9.8 (13)

Total
(153)%(f)
27.5 (42)
30.7 (47)
22.9 (35)
19.0 (29)

Table 1 depicts frequency and percentage of age
characteristics of the sample with respect to groups according
to their designation as Gurus and Chelas.
In this table, frequency of sample are Gurus (f = 21, 13.7%)
and Chelas (f = 135, 86.3%). In the present study gurus and
Chelas’s further categorization are based on their age in four
groups as 16-25 Years age, 26-35 Years age, 36-50 Years age
and 51-81 Years age.
2.3. Instruments
For assessing perceived discrimination, depression, anxiety,
stress, personal and general BJW following instruments were
used for data collection:
2.3.1. Depression, Anxiety, Stress Scale
To measure depression, anxiety and stress: developed by
Lovibond and Lovibond, the short and Urdu translated version
[29] of Depression, Anxiety, and Stress Scale (DASS) [5]
were used. There are three Subscales Depression, Anxiety, and
Stress. Each scale has 7 items. Depression subscale consisted
of item no 3, 5, 10, 13, 16, 17 and 21, anxiety subscale
consisted of item no 2, 4, 7, 9, 15, 19 and 20 and stress
subscale consisted of item no 1, 6, 8, 11, 12, 14 and 18. The
scale is 4-point Likert ranging from 0 (did not apply to me at
all), 1 (applied to me sometimes), 2 (applied to me most of the
time) and to 3 (applied to me always). The scale measures
negative feelings related to depression, anxiety, and stress.
This scale only identifies the presence of psychological
problems but does not give the diagnostic criteria. The internal
consistency of this scale was (alphas) of 0.81-0.91 as reported
by the original author and test-retest reliabilities of is
0.71-0.81 by the original author.

2.3.2. Personal BJW Scale
The Personal BJW Scale developed by Dalbert and
translated in Urdu by Fatima, and Khalid [30] was used to
measure personal BJW. The scale has total 7 items and
response format of 4 point rating ranging from 1 (strongly
disagree), 2 (disagree), 3 (agree) and (strongly agree). Total
score ranges from 7 to 28 indicating lower to high personal
BJW. Internal reliability, reported by the original author α =.82
to α =.87 and of the Urdu version of Personal BJW was
reported to be .93 and scale has discriminating validity by the
translator [2].
2.3.3. General BJW
General BJW was assessed by using Scales of Belief in
Immanent and Ultimate Justice: developed by Maes [31]
translated by Fatima and Suhail [32]. The Scale of General
BJW has 9 items and response format of the scale was 4 point
rating ranging from 1 (strongly disagree), 2 (disagree), 3
(agree) and (strongly agree). Total score ranges from 9 to 36
indicating lower to high general belief in just world. Alpha
reliability of general belief in just world is reported as α =.84
by the original author.
2.4. Research Design
The present study is a cross-sectional research aimed to
check the link between belief in just world and psychological
problems.
2.5. Procedure
After ensuring the suitability of the instruments for the
current study, a sampling plan was checked out to ensure the
representativeness of the sample. After that, data were
collected by approaching the communities of hermaphrodites.
The purpose of the study was clearly communicated to the
heads of specified communities. After obtaining the permit,
individuals were personally approached. Clear instructions
were given to all the participants about the instruments and
response format, a written booklet of the questionnaires was
provided to the participants and participants who have reading
difficulty or could not read that questionnaire were
interviewed and after interview questionnaires were marked
according to theirs. Data collection was completed in 6
months. The obtained data were subjected to statistical
analyses. The participants were debriefed about the objectives
and the reason for the study. The rapport was established and
participants were assured that the confidentiality of their
personal information would be maintained and information
will be used for research purpose only.

3. Results
The basic aim of the present research was to study the belief
in just world as a predictor of psychological problems such as
depression, anxiety, and stress among transgender in Punjab.
After the completion of data collection, t-test, correlation, and
stepwise regression were used for statistical analysis.
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Table 2. Relationship between Variables of Study among Hermaphrodites.
Variables
PBJWS
GBJWS
DS
AS
SS
M
SD
α

PBJWS
-

14.23
5.29
.92

GBJWS
-.76***
-

DS
-.33***
.27***
-

27.57
5.33
.85

12.89
4.24
.73

AS
-.28***
.36***
.01*
-

SS
-.33***
.25***
.19*
.04*
12.63
4.09
.73

12.44
4.72
.81

Note. PBJWS = personal belief in a just world scale; GBJWS = general belief
in just world scale; DD = depression scale; AS = anxiety scale and SS = stress
scales.
***p <.001. *p <.05.

Table 2 shows mean standard deviations and internal
satisfactory indices (alpha coefficients) of all the scales that
used in the present study. The reliability analysis revealed that
reliability coefficients for Personal BJW Scale, General BJW
Scale, Depression Scale, Anxiety Scale and Stress Scales were
found .92, .85, .73, .81 and .73 respectively, which indicates
satisfactory internal consistency. In table 1 Pearson product
moment correlations were calculated to see how the variables
of the study were related in the sample of hermaphrodites.
The table displays the correlation between the variable of
study. The finding indicates that personal BJW was
significantly correlated with depression, anxiety, and stress.
The result of personal BJW is significant and negatively
correlated with depression, anxiety and stress at 0.001 levels
(***p <.001). The finding indicates that general BJW was
significantly correlated with depression, anxiety, and stress.
The result of general BJW is significant and positively
correlated with depression, anxiety and stress, at 0.001 levels
(***p <.001).
Table 3. Stepwise Regressions Predicting Depression from Belief in Just
World Subscales (Personal BJW and General BJW) among Hermaphrodites.
Model

Β

∆R²

F

-.27**

.07

12.22**

.13

11.83***

Step 1 (R =.25, R² =.08)
Personal BJW
Step 2 (R =.37, R² =.14)
Personal BJW

-.26**

General BJW

.25**

***p <.001. **p <.01.

Table 3 shows the results of step-wise Regression showing
the predicting depression from subscales of BJW as personal
BJW and general BJW. Step 1 indicates personal BJW
predict the significant depression as the R² value of .08
indicates 8% variance in the depression. The finding
indicates that personal BJW has a significant negative effect
on depression (β = -. 27, **p <.01). Step 2 indicates the
effect of both subscales personal BJW and general BJW as
the R² value of .13 indicates 15% variance in the depression.
The finding indicates that personal BJW and general BJW
has significant effect on depression (β =.25, **p <.01).
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Table 4. Stepwise Regressions Predicting Anxiety from Belief in Just World
Subscales (Personal BJW and General BJW) among Hermaphrodites.
Model
Step 1 (R =.33, R² =.11)
General BJW
Step 2 (R =.42, R² =.18)
General BJW
Personal BJW

Β

∆R²

F

.33***

.10

18.65***

.32***
-.26***

.17

16.27***

***p <.001.

Table 4 shows the results of step-wise Regression showing
the predicting anxiety from subscales of belief in just world
as personal BJW and general BJW. Step 1 indicates general
BJW predict the significant anxiety as the R² value of .11
indicates 11% variation in the anxiety. The finding indicates
that general BJW has a significant effect on anxiety (β =.33,
***p <.001). Step 2 indicates the effect of both subscales
personal BJW and general BJW as the R² value of .18
indicates 18% variation in the anxiety. The finding indicates
that personal BJW and general BJW has a significant
negative effect on anxiety (β = -. 26, ***p <.001).
Table 5. Stepwise Regressions Predicting Stress from Belief in Just World
Subscales (Personal BJW and General BJW) among Hermaphrodites.
Model
Step 1 (R =.36, R² =.13)
Personal BJW
Step 2 (R =.42, R² =.18)
Personal BJW
General BJW

Β

∆R²

F

-.36***

.12

21.77***

-.35***
.23**

.17

16.38***

***p <.001.

Table 5 shows the results of step-wise Regression showing
the predicting stress from subscales of belief in just world as
personal BJW and general BJW. Step 1 indicates personal
BJW predict the significant stress as the R² value of .13
indicates 13% variance in the stress. The finding indicates
that personal BJW has a significant negative effect on stress
(β = -. 36, ***p <.001). Step 2 indicates the effect of both
subscales personal BJW and general BJW as the R² value
of .18 indicates 18% variance in the stress. The finding
indicates that personal BJW and general BJW has a
significant effect on stress (β =.23, **p <.01).

4. Discussion
The present study was aimed to examine the association
between perception of discrimination and mental health;
depression, anxiety and stress, the role of beliefs in a just world
and coping strategies among hermaphrodites. Overall findings
suggested that the perceived discrimination predicts depression,
anxiety and stress, and belief in just world provide as a source
for the hermaphrodites. The stronger the hermaphrodites
believed in ones just world more they were contented with their
lives, the improved frame of mind, reduced amount of
depressive sign they exposed and the less nervous they were
either perceived discrimination is high or low.
The present study was carried out to find out the
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relationship between perceived discrimination and mental
health variables, I. e. Depression, anxiety, stress and
loneliness. The first hypothesis was accepted as perceived
discrimination has a positive significant correlation with
depression. Findings indicate inter-scale correlation revealed
that perception of discrimination and depression has a
significant relationship (see table 2).
4.1. Personal Believe in Just World will Negatively Predict
Depression, Anxiety and Stress Among Hermaphrodites
In the present study, a hypothesis that personal belief in just
world will negatively predict mental health variables as
depression, stress and anxiety among hermaphrodites was
accepted as analysis shows significant positive correlation of
personal belief in just world with depression, anxiety and
stress (see tables 2, 3, 4 & 5). These results are consistent with
the results of previous findings as it was demonstrated by
research findings personal BJW was negatively associated
with depression, anxiety and stress [4]. Cubela and Kvartuc
described belief in just world for self is more related with
adjustment in case of a harmful condition as compared with
general belief in just world as personal belief in just world was
more strongly related to mental wellbeing, personal belief in
just world is helpful in reducing negative symptom related to
mental health [33]. Furthermore, personal BJW was positively
connected with positive affect and negatively with negative
affect. These results were in line with our studies [34]. Strong
belief in just world has positive relationship with positive trait
and decrease in case of negative situations [35].
4.2. The General Belief in Just World Will Positively Predict
Depression, Anxiety and Stress Among Hermaphrodites
In the present study, it was hypothesized that general belief
in just world will positively predict mental health; depression,
stress and anxiety among hermaphrodites. This hypothesis
was accepted as analysis shows a significant positive
correlation of personal belief in just world with depression,
anxiety, and stress (see tables 2, 3, 4 & 5). These results are
consistent with findings of the previous study in which
Dalbert found that there is an affirmative link between
depression and general belief in just world [18]. Lupfer, Doan,
and Houstan also described that individuals reporting high
belief in just world for others are more distressed and
evaluate the negative unfair situation in daily life, and didn’t
attribute the situation positively [36]. Inline study with our
findings described as general belief in just world has positive
relation with negative emotions, as high belief in just world
about general world minimize the effect of negative
experiences [37]. Dalbert demonstrated results that jobless
individual those who are high on general beliefs in just world
reported more negative consequences and they could not find
a reason for illogical threats [16].

5. Conclusion and Implications of Study
The research is most valuable because it was first one in

which problems of hermaphrodites was explored with the
relevance of belief in just world with psychological problems
in Punjab’s context where is lack of research among
hermaphrodites. Within the clinical setting, therefore, it is
vital that the belief in just world in hermaphrodites individual
is encouraged to re-evaluate the areas of their life they wish to
preserve according to their traditional cultural norms or
because of an individualized preference, thus allowing a
cultural continuity sense and hold over one’s identity. As part
of ongoing personal and general belief in just world growth,
they should be encouraged to readjust other aspects of life as
they see fit, whilst becoming part of the mainstream society.

6. Limitations of Study and Suggestions
Certain issues that could not be controlled can weaken the
results of the study. A brief discussion of all these is mentioned
here and further, some suggestions are recommended: The
most important restriction of the study was the use of
cross-sectional design and the study only found out the
relationship of variables, so in order to investigate the causal
relationship and strength of relationship longitudinal and
experimental research design is suggested. There are
substantial troubles inherent in the study of hermaphrodite’s
populations. Recognizing hermaphrodite’s individuals and
compliant transgender sub-groups in surveys can be
complicated, so comparative research is needed to sample of
hermaphrodites, individual having gender identity disorder, a
eunuch, and cross-dressers.
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